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The Ganas (categories) are the host of spooks, hobgoblins and spirits who accompany Shiva. 
Some are said to dwell with him on Mount Kailasa, whilst the more fearsome and terrifying 
Ganas are confined to the cremation grounds. It is told that Uma once asked Lord Shiva why he
liked to reside in cremation grounds, which were the abode of demons, jackals, corpses and 
vultures, when he had so many more beautiful places. Mahesvara replied that he had roamed 
the world, looking for a pure place to meditate in. Unable to find one, he, out of anger and 
frustration, he created the terrible pishachas, flesh-eating ghouls and terrible rakshasas, intent on 
killing people. Out of compassion however, he kept this terrible horde in the cremation ground. 
As he did not want to live without the bhutas and ganas, he chose to live in a cemetery. When 
the ghosts stayed with him, they caused no harm. 

The presence of the terrible Ganas also acted as an honour guard to Shiva and a bar to the 
impure. Those who feared the awful ghosts and goblins were destined to remain outsiders. Only 
heroes could be near him in the cremation ground, heroes who had defied death and liberated 
themselves from passions and fear. These were the true devotees - those who had nothing to 
fear, who had mastered the onslaught of the multiple categories of threatening powers that were 
fatal to those who were less than heroes and could not control the frightening phantoms because 
they had not controlled themselves.

In one sense, the Ganas can be thought of as emanations of Shiva. They are described by Stella 
Kramrisch in her book The Presence of Shiva as "prognostications or caricatures of 
possibilities of the human condition." Whilst some of them were created by Shiva, others 
attained the status of Ganas after being defeated in battle by Shiva. 

Myths in which the Ganas appear

Ganesha

One version of the birth of Ganesha tells of how Ganesha was created by Parvati to act as a 
dvarlapala - a guardian of her threshold. When Shiva came to his wife's apartments, not only did
Ganesha refuse to admit him, he had the audacity to strike Shiva. Shiva ordered his bhutaganas 
to kill Ganesha. Not only did Ganesha successfully oppose the ganas, he also defeated all the 
gods who came to their help. With the help of Vishnu's power to create a dazzling illusion, the 
gods managed to take Ganesha unawares, and struck off his head. Parvati, furious at this, began 
to fight Shiva herself. Eventually, Paravti agreed to make peace, on the condition that her son 
was restored to life. Shiva agreed and ordered the devatas to travel north and bring back the 
head of the first animal they came across - which happened to be the head of an elephant. Thus 
Ganesha was restored to life and Shiva, impressed at his fighting prowess, made him chief of his 
troops, the Ganas. 



Jalandhara

In the myth of the Daitya king Jalandhara, Jalandhara sends Rahu with a message to Shiva, 
demanding that he surrender Parvati to Jalandhara. Shiva was angry at this message, and this 
anger took the form of a terrible creature which sprang from his brow. It had the face of a lion, 
flaming eyes, a body which was dry and rough to the touch, long arms and a tongue which lolled 
with anger. The creature rushed at Rahu, ready to devour him. Shiva apparently said something 
along the lines of "we don't shoot the messenger" whereon the gana pleaded to Shiva that it was 
tortured by hunger. Shiva told the gana that if it was so hungry, it should eat its own flesh. This 
the gana did, until only its head was left. Shiva, pleased with such devotion, appointed the gana 
as his door-keeper, ordering that it create terror for all wicked people. Shiva also ordained that 
the gana be worshipped along with his worship, and gave it the name Kirtimukha. 

Jalandhara was furious when he heard what had transpired and commanded his army of daityas 
to beseige Mt. Kailash. A fierce battle broke out between the diatyas and the ganas. But each 
time that a daitya was killed, it was revived immediately by their preceptor, Shukra. The ganas 
told Shiva about this and he was furious. A terrible form called Kritya came forth from his 
mouth. Her calves were as stout as trees and her mouth was huge and deep like a mountain 
cavern. She rushed upon the battlefield and began to devour the enemy. She was so big and 
strong that a push from her breasts uprooted trees and the earth split beneath her feet. She 
picked up Shukra, stuffed him into her vagina, and vanished. When Shukra was seized, the 
daityas were frightened and were scattered from the battlefield.

In another version of the Jalandhara myth, Shukra is swallowed by Shiva himself. Shukra spent 
hundreds of years wandering round in the belly of Shiva. Finally he resorted to the Yoga of 
Shiva and, after repetition of a special mantra, asssumed the form of Shiva's semen and 
emerged out of the god's body through his penis. He bowed to Shiva and Parvati accepted him 
as her son. Shiva made him a chief among his ganas.

Andhaka

In a related myth, Andhaka, king of the Daityas, is defeated by Shiva and made into a leader of 
his ganas. This is however, somewhat complicated by the fact that Andhaka is a son of Shiva & 
Parvati, born when Parvati, in play, placed her hands over Shiva's eyes. The contact of her 
hands over his eyes brought forth perspiration, from which was born a terrifying-looking 
creature. Ungrateful, with a bad temper, blind, deformed, and black in colour. He had hair all 
over his body, matted locks, and behaved like a madman. Shiva named this being Andhaka and 
ordered his ganas to guard him. Shiva was later approached by the daitya Hiranyasksha, who 
performed many penances in order that Shiva grant him the boon of a son. Shiva gave 
Hiranyaksha Andhaka to be his adopted son. Vishnu, in his form of Varaha the Boar, warred 
with and finally destroyed Hiranyaksha, crowning Andhaka as chief of the daityas.

Descriptions of the Ganas vary from the wholly abstract – representing the fundamental 
categories of existence, to somewhat negative descriptions of them being deformed, grotesque, 
dwarfs or night-walking spirits of gross and lustful appetite. It is said they had acquired the 
capacity to change shapes whenever they liked, could move about invisibly and fly. They flung 



Shiva's enemies into ravines and dashing them to the ground in their rage. Moreover, they were 
fond of music and dancing, and occasionally enticed women into their embrace. The Pishachas 
were often propitiated by people in order that they spare children from their attentions. In some 
myths, Skanda was originally reckoned as among the Pishacha hosts.

However, it was also deemed possible for human beings to become Ganas. 

From Indian Witchcraft by R.N Saletore comes a description of the ganas:

"...a princess Rupinika was advised how to look like a Gana. She had to shave her head with a 
razor in such a manner that five locks were to be left, then she was to wear a necklace around 
her neck of skulls and stripping off her clothes, paint one side of her body with lamp-black and 
the other with red lead so that in this way she could resemble a Gana and find it easy to gain 
admission into heaven."

In her book Shiva, Shakti M. Gupta provides a long description of the ritual of Mahashivaratri -
the Festival of Repentance, which falls on the 14th night of the New Moon, during the dark half 
of the lunar month of Phalguna. It is said that one who performs this sacrifice successfully, with 
all the rituals & rules laid down, obtains his most cherished desires, achieves liberation, and is 
accepted as one of Shiva's Ganas dwelling on Mt. Kailas.

The image of Shiva in the cremation-ground, surrounded by ganas, ghosts, goblins and ghouls, 
offers a paradigm for his devotees, and the sadhana (practice) associated with the cremation-
ground is highly prevalent in Tantra. In essence, the heroic devotee, by practising the rites of the 
cremation-ground, emulates Shiva and becomes one of his family of ganas or becomes Shiva 
and is lord of his or her own categories. In some regions of India, the Nathas are identified with 
the hosts of Ganas. 

Alain Daniélou, in Gods of Love and Ecstasy likens the Ganas to both the Greek Korybantes 
(supernatural followers of Dionysus) and the Celtic Korrigans (fairies' sons) or the Wild Hunt. 
He notes that the followers of the god tend to identify themselves with his heavenly companions 
and to imitate their behaviour. In ancient Greece, the Korybantes were imitated by the 
Kouretes. Danielou notes that the practitioners of the ecstatic rites of Shiva were called bhaktas 
- which he translates as "participants" and says there is no difference in concept or practice 
between the Dionysiac bacchantes and the Shivaite bhaktas. He notes that a hymn in the Rig 
Veda describes the mad ones who are wild and naked, having drunk from Rudra's cup. 
According to Danielou, the Ganas mock the rules of ethics and social order - they personify the 
joys of living, courage and imagination. "These delinquents of heaven are always there to restore 
true values and to assist the "god-mad" who are persecuted and mocked by the powerful. They 
personify everything which is feared by and displeases bourgeois society..."

Notes for Magical Work

It is interesting to note how many ganas etc., are born out of the anger or rage of the gods. The 
myths of the creation of Kali or Durga would be apposite examples also. The name Rudra - the 
primal form of Shiva - means to howl or cry out. These manifestations are spontaneous, rather 
than willed acts of creation on the part of Shiva. Kramrisch notes that the anger of Shiva was a 



‘creative component of his samadhi.’

The premise which we have chosen to work from initially, is that Shiva as the archetypal Yogi-
magician has not repressed or willed his desire-forms into silence - he manifests them 
spontaneously, regards them as separate beings, and acknowledges them, as can be seen in the 
case of the Gana Kirtimukha, above.

This suggests ideas for working with our own complexes of desire-forms/demons - i.e. to allow 
them free reign, grant them name & form, acknowledge them as born of us - rather than trying 
to banish or suppress. This I feel is rather like saying "yes I am jealous, paranoid, stupid, 
mistaken etc., sometimes - these are true parts of me" rather than trying to cling to some 
idealised view of self or what self should be. This approach can be viewed as part of the 
sadhana of Klesha-smashing.


